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Step One
Preparation

Conversion website
https://scan.netflowcoin.io/ExchangeNFC/#/

Wallet
BlubeMask
https://nfc.metaspacescan.io/#/download/
Install the blubemask onto your chrome browser as an extension. After that,
import your NFC address (testnet) to the blubemask.

Step Two

Convert the testnet tokens into mainnet coins
1. Open the conversion website [URL mentioned above]. Connect your wallet
address to the website.

2. After accessing the conversion page.
- Conversion record: You can check your entire list of conversions.
- Balance: This shows the amount of NFC (testnet tokens) that’s
currently connected to your address.
- Plan: The conversion between an NFC (testnet) to an NFC (mainnet
coin) will be 1:1 ratio.

3. Click the ‘Convert’ button, you can input the amount of NFC (testnet
tokens) that you want to convert into NFC (mainnet coins).
This page will automatically calculate how many NFC (mainnet coins) you will
receive.
You can choose which address (wallet address) you want to receive the
converted mainnet coins. If you don’t change the ‘receiving [wallet] address’
the conversion will automatically send mainnet coins to the wallet address
that is currently connected.
Then click the ‘convert’ button, confirm the transaction on blubemask and wait
while the blockchain confirms your transaction, it will take a few minutes.

Once your transaction has been confirmed on the blockchain, please wait for
NFC team's reviewal.
Every submission will enter a reviewing process that can last up to 7 days, so
patience is kindly requested.
You can head over to the ‘Conversion Records’ page to check the progress of
your submission.
When the submission has finished, you will receive the NFC (mainnet coins)
in your mainnet address (automatically) which you filled out during the submission process.

“Any attempts of conversion before the 23rd Sept will not be reviewed
and could lose their testnet tokens.”

Interested to learn more?
Head over to:
www.NetFlowCoin.io
Or follow our Twitter/Telegram

NetFlowCoin is a peer-to-peer communications network built to act as a foundational layer that will support web 3.0.
Users are able to store, stream, share, and communicate with anyone, anywhere, across the globe by using the
NetFlowCoin network, in a completely decentralized/distributed way.
NetFlowCoin is an open sourced layer one public blockchain, and is a combination of the SDVN (software Defined Virtual
Network) protocol and blockchain technology.
NetFlowCoin is building a brand new global network communications and applications platform. That is built and shared
by producers/consumers providing direct, simple, low-cost, high-performance basic communications services and various
value-added service markets for enterprises, and individuals, etc.

